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ABSTRACT With the ubiquitous deployment of wireless systems and pervasive availability of smart devices,
indoor localization is empowering numerous location-based services. With the established radio maps, WiFi
fingerprinting has become one of the most practical approaches to localize mobile users. However, most
fingerprint-based localization algorithms are computation-intensive, with heavy dependence on both offline
training phase and online localization phase. In this paper, we propose CNNLoc, a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) based indoor localization system with WiFi fingerprints for multi-building and multi-floor
localization. Specifically, we devise a novel classificationmodel and a novel positioningmodel by combining
a Stacked Auto-Encoder (SAE) with a one-dimensional CNN. The SAE is utilized to precisely extract key
features from sparse Received Signal Strength (RSS) data while the CNN is trained to effectively achieve
high accuracy in the positioning phase. We evaluate the proposed system on the UJIIndoorLoc dataset and
Tampere dataset and compare the performance with several state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, we further
propose a newly collected WiFi fingerprinting dataset UTSIndoorLoc and test the positioning model of
CNNLoc on it. The results show CNNLoc outperforms the existing solutions with 100% and 95% success
rates on building-level localization and floor-level localization, respectively.
INDEX TERMS Indoor localization, deep learning, convolutional neural network, WiFi fingerprinting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor Location-Based Services (ILBSs) have become an
essential component for various indoor applications, such
as location based wireless advertising, information retrieval
and pedestrian navigation [1]. With an explosive demand on
high-accuracy and low-cost localization, indoor positioning
has attracted a lot of interests from industrial community
to research literature. Indeed, knowing the accurate indoor
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Guan Gui.
position of a mobile user is particularly useful to a
variety of applications in multi-building and multi-floor
environment [2]. Hence, various indoor localization tech-
niques have been proposed using different types of modali-
ties, including WiFi, visible light, acoustic, cellular network
and their combinations [3]. The majority of localization tech-
niques utilize Received Signal Strength (RSS) fromWireless
Access Points (WAPs) to deduce the locations of mobile users
with the pre-constructed fingerprint database.
In general, there are two phases in fingerprinting local-
ization, i.e., the offline phase (training phase) and online
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phase (positioning phase). In the offline phase, the fingerprint
dataset (i.e., radio map) is constructed by collecting RSS fin-
gerprinting data at pre-known reference points of interested
areas. In this way, the RSS fingerprints are labelled with the
location information for training and matching purposes [4].
In the online phase, a mobile user can simply send a query to
the system with his current RSS measurement. The localiza-
tion system will preprocess the data with different localiza-
tion techniques and estimate the user’s current location based
on fingerprint database. Finally, the localization results will
be sent back to the requester [2].
Accordingly, literature studies confront with two major
issues in fingerprint-based localization, i.e., dataset con-
struction and localization accuracy. In addressing the first
issue, numerous recent studies embrace crowdsourcing-based
techniques [4] to empower automatical fingerprint collection,
avoiding labour-intensive site surveys. Meanwhile, despite
the efforts to improve the localization accuracy, most exist-
ing works are based on unique environmental settings [5],
so the experiments are unrepeatable. Even worse, as some
localization algorithms are tested with personal dataset, it
is very hard to compare the localization results of different
techniques [6]. Therefore, some open-source RSS fingerprint
databases are constructed and released as standard datasets
for indoor localization, including UJIIndoorLoc [7], Tampere
dataset [4] and IPIN dataset [8].
A key challenge in locating indoor target based on a
WiFi fingerprinting dataset is how to achieve high-accuracy
and low-cost localization under the fluctuation of signal
and noise from multi-path effects. Traditional approaches,
including probabilistic, K -nearest-neighbor (KNN) and Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), are computation-intensive and
time-consuming with complex filtering and parameter tun-
ing. Recently, with the rising of deep learning, Deep Neural
Network (DNN) [9], [10] based localization approaches have
been proposed. Nevertheless, the performance of DNN-based
methods is still subject to the sufficiency of input training
data. Since DNN is fully connected, its complexity in com-
putation is directly related to the depth of the neural network
(i.e., number of layers), which could directly affect the accu-
racy of localization results.
To address the above issues, we proposeCNNLoc, aCNN-
based indoor Localization System with WiFi fingerprinting.
By leveraging the CNN, the convolution can replace the
general matrix multiplication in neural networks thus reduc-
ing the computation complexity. Compared with the existing
indoor localization approaches, the main contributions of this
work are summarized as follows.
1) We propose an innovative deep-learning model for
multi-building and multi-floor indoor localization. Our
model leverages a SAE network to reduce the data
dimension and combines a one-dimensional CNN to
extract key features from fingerprinting dataset thus
improving localization accuracy.
2) We present a novel algorithm to extract a verification
set from the training dataset, resolving the instability
problem brought by conventional random selection
method, especially when the volume of dataset is small.
3) We evaluate CNNLoc on two open-source datasets
and one self-collected dataset. The experimental results
show the proposed CNNLoc outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods with 100% and 95% success rates on
building-level localization and floor-level localization,
respectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We review the related indoor localization work in Section II.
In Section III, we present the system architecture of CNNLoc
based on open-source dataset. In Section IV, we devise
an innovative algorithm for extracting the verification set
and introduce the data preprocessing and model pre-training
process. In Section V, we optimize our model through
experimental studies and compare CNNLoc with several
benchmarks in localization accuracy. Finally, we conclude
this work with discussion on future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
With rapid development of mobile devices and advance
in wireless networking technologies, wireless sensing have
become more pervasive and ubiquitous in people’s daily
life [11]. For outdoor application, wireless sensing can sup-
port tracking [12], path planning [13], route prediction [14]
and even Ride-on-demand revenue prediction [15]. For
indoor application, wireless sensing is mainly leveraged for
indoor localization [16], [17] and event detection [18]. Moti-
vated by the development of artificial intelligence, deep learn-
ing techniques have beenwidely applied to efficiently process
wireless signals [19]–[22]. In this work, we are the first to
combine Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Stacked
Auto-Encoder (SAE) to perform indoor localization task with
WiFi signals.
WiFi based Indoor localization generally falls into two
main categories: device-free and device-based localization
[23]. In device-free localization, the target entities do not
carry any wireless devices and the deployed system captures
the presence and motion of each target entity via their reflec-
tion on the WiFi signals. Meanwhile, in device-based local-
ization (as shown in Fig. 1), mobile users are located with
WiFi-enabled mobile devices through various measurements,
including Time-of-Arrival (ToA), Angle-of-Arrival (AOA),
Received Signal Strength (RSS) and Channel State Infor-
mation (CSI) [2]. Based on the above, WiFi fingerprinting
has become a major approach because of its applicability
in various indoor environments. In particular, deep learn-
ing has recently become attractive for WiFi-fingerprinting
based indoor localization. In [24], a deep CNN was pro-
posed to train the weights of AOA images derived from
CSI information. In [25], a DNN-based indoor fingerprinting
scheme was employed to address the labour-intensive and
time-consuming issues in achieving reliable and accurate
localization. In [26], a deep-learning based indoor finger-
printing system is proposed by combining RSSwithmagnetic
filed. In [27], a CSI-based device-free localization algorithm
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FIGURE 1. Fingerprinting based indoor localization scenario.
is proposed with deep neural networks. In [28], a CNN-based
WiFi fingerprinting method was presented, and it outper-
formed the DNN-based methods. In this paper, we leverage
deep learning by integrating a CNN with SAE for more
accurate and efficient localization in a multi-building and
multi-floor environment.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we first present the system architecture of
CNNLoc, then we introduce the detailed model design of
CNNLoc for offline phase and online phase, respectively.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The complete system architecture of CNNLoc is shown
in Fig. 2, where the localization process consists of an offline
training phase and an online positioning phase. In the offline
phase, we adopt a fine-grain fingerprint database and then
extract a verification set from the training dataset. Next, with
the procedure of normalization, we can obtain the training
data and testing data. In the online phase, CNNLoc will
localize each location requester by matching received finger-
printing measurement and send back the localization position
to the requester. In the following subsections, we first specify
the data input and output of CNNLoc, then we present the
floor classification model, building classification model and
position estimation model in detail. In addition, we explain
the cost function and earlystopping methods used in the
CNNLoc model.
FIGURE 2. System architecture of CNNLoc.
B. INPUT AND OUTPUT SPECIFICATION
To specify the input and output structure of proposed
model, we employUJIIndoorLoc [7], the biggest open-access
indoor localization database in literature. The UJIIndoorLoc
database contains 21,049 fingerprint samples and covers 3
buildings with 4 to 5 floors. Accordingly, we specify the input
of the CNNLoc model by Er = (r1, . . . ri, . . . r520), where Er
is a 1-D vector with length of 520 and ri denotes the RSS
measurement on the i-th WAP. In the training phase, the RSS
measurement Er is combined with labels (x, y, f , b) to form a
sample (Er, x, y, f , b), where (x, y) is a sample reference point
that is located in the building b on floor f . Hence, the output
of the CNNLoc can be f , b or (x, y) when the trained model
is a floor classification model, a building classification model
or a position regression model. For training, verification and
testing purposes, the UJIIndoorLoc dataset is divided into
three parts, i.e., a training set, a verification set and a testing
set.
C. FLOOR CLASSIFICATION MODEL
In this subsection, we introduce the one-dimensional convo-
lutional neural network (1D-CNN) classification model for
multi-level indoor localization. The 1D-CNN model consists
of self-encoding layers, a dropout layer, convolutional layers
and an output layer. The architecture of the floor model is
illustrated in Fig. 3 and we introduce the details of 1D-CNN
model as follows.
1) SAE AND DROPOUT LAYER
For sparse data, the SAE network can effectively reduce
the data dimension and still preserve the necessary feature
information [25]. The SAE model is illustrated in Fig. 4,
we leverage unsupervised learning to compress the input
data to a feature layer. The output feature layer are further
connected to CNN model for classification. To enable con-
volutional calculation, we further convert the output feature
vector into a two-dimensional vector data. To avoid overfit-
ting, we also add a Dropout layer between the SAE and CNN.
2) 1D-CNN AND OUTPUT LAYER
Due to the small variations of RSS fingerprints between
adjacent floors, a major challenge in improving localization
accuracy is how to distinguish users from adjacent floors. For
example, the benchmark approach proposed in [7] can only
achieve the success rate of floor classification at 89.92%.
In order to obtain better prediction results, we connect a
1D-CNN model to the pre-trained SAE to further supervise
the entire model. The 1D-CNN operates three convolutional
operations, and the output layer is two-dimensional. Finally,
the two-dimensional layers come from 1D-CNN are flatten
into one-dimensional features and then connected to the final
output layer for classification.
D. BUILDING CLASSIFICATION MODEL
As we aim to localize mobile users in multi-building sce-
narios, we present the basic building classification model
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FIGURE 3. Floor model with SAE and CNN layers.
FIGURE 4. SAE Network.
FIGURE 5. Building model with SAE.
in Fig. 5. Due to the relatively long distance between build-
ings, WiFi signals in each building vary with large difference.
Hence, we adopt a fully connected neural network to solve the
classification task in multi-building scenarios. While build-
ing classification is the first and most fundamental step for
indoor localization, we use similar self-encoding layers in the
floor classification model for building classification model,
and these layers are further connected to a fully connected
hidden layer (consisting of 33 neurons) and the final building
classification layer.
E. POSITION ESTIMATION MODEL
Based on the two classification models, CNNLoc can deter-
mine the building-level and floor-level positions of mobile
users. To further localize the absolute position of mobile
users, we employ a position regression model to accurately
measure the specific location of fingerprint collectors and
requesters. The position estimation model is mainly based on
the floor classification model, however, we also makes some
changes in the structure of neural networks and we explain
them as follows. First, we remove the dropout layer in the
position estimation model. The dropout layer can solve the
over-fitting problem in building-level and floor-level clas-
sification. However, for estimating the absolute position,
a dropout layer could make CNNLoc miss some useful and
important feature information. Second, we change the output
layer as a pairwise result (X ,Y ). The floor-level localization
is based on the classification results, however, the absolute
position estimation is based on regression results. The two
elements in pairwise positioning results (X ,Y ) represent the
horizontal and vertical coordinates of a requester’s position,
where X represents the relative distance from the reference
coordinate point to the westernmost side of the building and
Y represents the relative position of the reference coordi-
nate point to the southernmost side of the building. At last,
we select the Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) as the linear acti-
vation function for position estimation model, as the values
on X and Y axis should be continuous.
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F. COST FUNCTION
The cost function that we use is called quadratic cost function,






where n is the total number of verification samples, y(Ex) is
the corresponding desired output, L denotes the number of
layers in the network and aL(Ex) is the vector of activations
output from the network when Ex is the input. We adopt
this cost function to calculate the degree of inconsistency
between the localization results and the ground-truth. The
smaller the value of the cost function is, the more accurate
the corresponding localization result is.
G. EARLYSTOPPING STRATEGY
We further adopt the EarlyStopping strategy to monitor the
performance of CNNLoc on verification set. During each
training session, the trained model is evaluated by the ver-
ification set. For example, if the localization accuracies on
the verification set shows no improvement within last p
training sessions, the training process will be terminated.
In the CNNLoc model, we use the patience parameter p to
control the training process with the EarlyStopping. In this
way, we can improve the training efficiency and localization
performance simultaneously.
IV. DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND MODEL PRE-TRAINING
Before training the proposed deep learning model, we
pre-process the data and pre-train the model in three folds.
First, we devise a novel algorithm to extract a verification
set from the training dataset. Second, we normalize the input
data and restore it into the original representation, thereby
improving the accuracy of the results. Third, the SAE model
is pre-trained before we start to train the whole CNNLoc
model.
A. EXTRACTING THE VERIFICATION SET
CNNLoc has several settings that can be leveraged to control
the behavior of the learning process, and these settings are
called hyperparameters. If learned on the training set, these
hyperparameters would always choose the maximum possi-
ble model capacity, resulting in overfitting [29]. Therefore,
we need to extract a verification set from the training dataset
and use this verification set to update the hyperparameters
accordingly. However, as most conventional methods extract
the verification set by a random selection [25], the perfor-
mance of trained model is not always stable. To solve this
problem, we adopt the uniform sampling method [30] to
extract the verification set from the training set evenly, thus
improving the stability of localization results.
1) METHODOLOGY
The uniform sampling algorithm for UJIIndoorLoc dataset
is presented in Algorithm 1. The input includes all-training
dataset AD, side-length of cell-grid L and number of
Algorithm 1 The Uniform Sampling Algorithm for Verifica-
tion Set
All-training
Input: dataset AD, Side-length of cell-grid L, The number
of samples in each cell-grid N .
Output: Training set T ,Verification set V .
1: for all SDi ∈ AD do
2: Create a rectangle area (consists of multiple cell-grid
with side-length L) to cover all the coordinates in the
SDi.
C ←The set of center coordinate for all cell-grid.
3: for all G ∈ C do
4: I ←A set of data in the SDi covered by the cell-grid
whose center is G.
5: if I not empty then
6: NP←(N samples closest to G center in I )
7: Delete NP from I
8: V .append(NP)




13: return T , V
samples N in each cell-grid. The output is the training set T
and the verification set V .
First, all-training dataset AD is divided into several
sub-datasets by building labels and floor labels. Second, for
each sub-dataset SDi, we create a rectangle area (consist-
ing of multiple cell-grids) to cover all the reference points
in SDi. Within each rectangle area, each cell-grid has a center
coordinate G. We further create a set C that contains all Gs
in each SDi. Third, for each coordinate center G in set C ,
we select a set of data I covered by the grid-cell in SDi.
Finally, if I is not empty, the closest N samples to the center
point G in I will be selected as a part of verification set V .
The remaining of I as a part of training set T .
As shown in Fig. 6, subgraph (a) shows the relative posi-
tion of AD, and subgraph (b) is the relative position of the
verification set V , which is extracted from AD. It is worth
mentioning that this dataset collects multiple samples at each
position, so the points shown in the figure are the results of
the superposition, and the number of real points is more than
the points displayed.
B. DATA NORMALIZATION
We further preprocess the UJIIndoorLoc dataset for train-
ing process of CNNLoc model. In this dataset, the value
of input RSS data ranges from -104 dBm to 0 dBm, and
we convert these RSS values into (0, 1) range by using
Equation 2 below. For any WAP that is not detected in one
measurement, its RSS value is marked as 100 dBm in the
UJIIndoorLoc dataset, and we denote these RSS values as 0.
In [31], it is indicated that different data representations of
RSS fingerprints can influence the success rate and error
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FIGURE 6. Extract the verification set from the training dataset.
rate during localization. Specifically, the authors compared
the linear representation, exponential representation and the
powed representation (Equation 2). As a result, the powered
data tend to represent the RSS values with the best per-
formance. Moreover, the powered data can better tame the
fluctuation-existing RSS signals, so we use powered data for
the representation of WiFi fingerprint in this work.
Powed =





where i is the WAP identifier, RSSi is the actual intensity
level provided by the i-th WAP, min is the lowest RSS value
considering all of the fingerprints and WAPs of the database,
and β is the mathematical constant e.
C. SAE MODEL PRE-TRAINING
As the input data for WiFi fingerprint positioning is very
sparse, we import a SAE model before CNN layers to com-
press the dimension of the input data. In specific, we pre-
train the SAE network [10] to obtain appropriate parameters
(weights and biases) before we train the CNNLoc model.
Ultimately, the whole CNNLoc model (consisting of encoder
of SAE and CNN layers) will be further fine-turned.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed CNNLoc by com-
paring its performance with the state-of-the-art approaches.
Two public open-source datasets, UJIIndoorLoc [7] and
TABLE 1. General parameter setting of the model.
Tampere [4], are employed for experimental studies. More-
over, we further propose a self-collected WiFi fingerprinting
dataset, namely UTSIndoorLoc, to test the performance of
CNNLoc. We implement the CNNLoc on a Computing Clus-
ter with Quadro P5000 GPU, and the deep learning model
is trained on Keras-2.2.2 (with Tensorflow-gpu-1.10.0) using
Python-3.6.6.
A. MODEL OPTIMIZATION
First, we explore how to optimize the CNNLocmodel through
experiments. The parameters used in the optimization exper-
iments are shown in Table 1. The activation functions in both
of the SAE and CNN models are the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), the optimizer is Adam (learning rate 0.001), and the
loss function is Mean Squared Error (MSE). The output layer
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activation function is Softmax, the training batch is set to
66 and the patience parameter in earlystopping is set to 3.
1) CNN MODEL OPTIMIZATION
To make the comparison more reasonable, we evaluate the
structure of a CNN model with the same SAE model by
adopting the SAE(256-128-64) from [25], where the SAE
contains three hidden layers of 256, 128 and 64 neurons. We
vary the structure of CNN model by changing the number
of layers from 1 to 3 with different filters and kernel sizes.
For example, Conv(99-33,63-22) refers to a CNN model
with two convolutional layers. The first layer has 99 out-
put filters with a kernel size of 33 and the second layer
has 63 output filters with a kernel size of 22. In Fig. 7,
we show the performance of different CNN models and find
that Conv(99-22,66-22,33-22) can achieve the best success
rate of 95.14% in floor classification.
FIGURE 7. Effect of different CNN models on floor classification.
2) SAE MODEL OPTIMIZATION
Similarly, we evaluate the performance of different SAE
models by using the same CNN model. Therefore,
Conv(99-22,66-22,33-22) is connected to the SAE models
with different combinations of hidden layers. The comparison
results are shown in Fig. 8, where the best-performance SAE
FIGURE 8. Effect of different SAE models on floor classification.
model is the two-layer SAE with 128 and 64 neurons in each
layer (achieving a floor success rate of 95.68%).
3) DROPOUT LAYER OPTIMIZATION
To prevent convolutional neural networks from overfitting,
we further adopt a dropout layer before the convolutional
computation. According to a fraction rate, the dropout layer
randomly sets the number of input units to 0 at each update
during the training process. In this way, the sample data will
not be trained too accurate to make the actual localization
accuracy too low [28]. We evaluate CNNLoc with different
dropout rates, using the optimized SAE model and CNN
model obtained in previous optimization session.
We list the floor classification success rates under different
dropout rates in Table 2. During each iteration of training, we
test the CNNLoc model using the training set and verification
set, respectively. It can be observed that the success rate
reaches a peak of 0.9541 when the dropout rate equals 0.7.
On this basis, we further evaluate the verification and training
results without/with dropout layer (rate = 0.7). In Fig. 9,
the blue curves represent the localization results using the
verification set and the red curves represent the localization
results using the training set. As the training time interval
increases, the accuracy rates rise to over 95% for both training
set and verification set. However, if CNNLoc does not have a
dropout layer, the overfitting problem occurs, where the result
of verification set is lower than the result of training set. In
contrast, when we integrate a dropout layer to CNNLoc, the
localization results of verification set are always better than
training set and ultimately they converge to the same level.
Hence, we adopt the dropout layer to address the overfitting
problem in model training session.
TABLE 2. Results of different dropout rates.
FIGURE 9. Floor success rate without/with dropout layer.
4) MODEL PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
After the above optimization process, we have achieved the
best model structure. Next, we consider to explore the best
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TABLE 3. Effects of MSE Loss function and various optimizer with
different learning rate on the performance of multi-building and
multi-floor indoor localization.
loss function, optimizer and corresponding learning rate for
the training session. Here, the experimental parameters are
all based on Table 1 and Table 5. The verification sets are
extracted by using uniform sampling method proposed in
Algorithm 1. The loss functions that we selected for the
comparison experiments include Mean Squared Error (MSE)
and Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (MSLE). We vary the
learning rate in training session with a number of optimiz-
ers, including Adam, Nadam, RMSprop and AdaMax [32],
etc.. The experimental results based on MSE and MSLE
are presented in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. We can
observe from the experimental results that CNNLoc achieves
differential localization results with different combinations
of optimizer and learning rates. Most optimizers can achieve
high building-level hit rate over 99%, where the highest
building hit rate is 100% when the learning rate of Adam
optimizer is 0.005. Meanwhile, the floor-level localization
results are more fluctuant, with AdaMax achieving 96.03 on
learning rate 0.001. With MSE loss function and MSLE loss,
CNNLoc can achieve absolute positioning with errors down
to 11.78m and 12.60m, with 94.68% and 94.5% floor hit
rates, respectively. Note that, the lowest positioning in the
state-of-the-art study [10] is 9.29m, but with 91.27% floor hit
rate. Meanwhile, CNNLoc takes floor hit rate as a priority
so it can enhance the final localization success rate. Based
on Table 3 and Table 4, RMSprop optimizer has better per-
formance in building-level and floor-level localization, while
AdaMax achieves lower position estimation error.
TABLE 4. Effects of MSLE Loss function and various optimizer with
different learning rate on the performance of multi-building and
multi-floor indoor localization.
B. EVALUATION ON DIFFERENT VERIFICATION SETS
To validate the proposed Algorithm 1, we further evaluate
the impact of different verification sets. In this simulation,
the side-length of cell-grid L is set to 3, and the number of
samples in each cell-grid N is set to 5. The parameters set
for CNNLoc are shown in Table 1 and Table 5. Here, we use
the same pre-trained model but test its performance with two
different verification sets, i.e., a randomly selected set and a
uniformly selected set.
TABLE 5. Parameter values for model.
We evaluate the performance of CNNLoc for 4 times
with different verification sets and the results are presented
in Table 6. It is easy to observe that the testing results on
TABLE 6. Comparison of results on different methods on sampling
verification sets.
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verification sets selected byAlgorithm 1 aremore stable, with
an average success rate of 95.21% in localization.
C. EXPERIMENTS ON UJIINDOORLOC DATASET
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of CNNLoc
model by comparing it with the state-of-the-arts on the
UJIIndoorLoc dataset. We apply the uniform extraction
algorithm on the UJIIndoorLoc dataset and obtain 2,198 sam-
ples for the verification set, 17,739 samples for the training
set, and 1,111 samples for the testing set. The benchmark
methods include MOSAIC [33], 1-KNN [7], 13-KNN [31],
DNN [25], 2D-CNN [28] and scalable DNN [10]. We illus-
trate the comparison results in Fig. 10 in terms of building
success rate and floor success rate. CNNLoc and most of the
benchmark approaches achieve 100% success rates in build-
ing localization, showing that the proposed SAE can effec-
tively handle building classification. Meanwhile, CNNLoc
outperforms other benchmarks with a highest floor localiza-
tion rate of 96.03%.
FIGURE 10. Localization result comparison on UJIIndoorLoc Dataset.
D. EXPERIMENTS ON TAMPERE DATASET
To test the scalability of CNNLoc, we further evaluate its
performance with a newly released WiFi RSS fingerprint
database, i.e., Tampere dataset [4]. We compare the key
features of the UJIIndoorLoc dataset and Tampere dataset
in Table 7. The number of test samples is a lot more than that
of training samples in the Tampere dataset.
TABLE 7. Feature comparison of two datasets.
In Table 7, the number of training samples of Tampere
dataset is less than the number of its test samples. That was
arranged on purpose by the collector of the dataset for testing
the comprehensive performance of our methods. Because the
Tampere dataset contains 992 WAPs, CNNLoc has an input
layer with a length of 992 in the SAE model. As the Tampere
dataset uses floor height as the floor representation instead
of the floor number, we preprocess the dataset using the
z-coordinates to represent the floor levels. The benchmarks
include the coverage area-based algorithm, rank-based algo-
rithm, RTLS@UM system, UJI kNN algorithm, RSS clus-
tering algorithm, log-Gaussian probabilistic algorithm and
weighted centroid algorithm [4]. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 11. CNNLoc achieves an average floor hit
rate of 94.22% and outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-
ods by 2.54% to 12.34%. Although the result just surpasses
2.54% compare to UJI kNN. However, this is the result of
CNNLoc didn’t go through a heavy parameter adjustment
process. Therefore, CNNLoc demonstrates its scalability in
multi-building and multi-floor localization.
FIGURE 11. Localization result comparison on Tampere Dataset.
E. EXPERIMENTS ON UTSINDOORLOC DATASET
To further explore the scalability and capability of CNNLoc,
we propose a new WiFi fingerprinting dataset, namely
UTSIndoorLoc. In this subsection, we first introduce the
details of UTSIndoorLoc dataset and then evaluate the
CNNLoc on it.
1) INTRODUCTION OF UTSIndoorLoc DATASET
The UTSIndoorLoc dataset was collected in the FEIT Build-
ing at University of Technology Sydney (UTS), which is
shown in Fig. 12. This building has 18 levels, including
4 basement levels. Since the bottom and top floors are not
public active areas, UTSIndoorLoc dataset covers 16 floors
of this building.
The main features of the UTSIndoorLoc dataset are as
follows. 1) It covers an area of approximately 44,000 square
meters and contains WiFi fingerprinting data for 16 floors.
2) The total number of sample points at different locations is
1840. 3) In a total of 9494 sample data, 9107 samples are
used for the training session and the rest 387 are used for
the testing session. 4) There are totaly 589 different Wireless
Access Points (WAPs) included in the dataset.
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FIGURE 12. Appearance of FEIT Building at UTS.
2) TEST RESULTS OF CNNLoc ON UTSIndoorLoc
Table 8 shows the benchmark results of CNNLoc on UTSIn-
doorLoc dataset compared with other two open dataset. On
UTSIndoorLoc dataset, CNNLoc can achieve an average
floor hit rate of 94.57%, while it achieves 96.03% and 94.22%
average floor hit rate on UJIIndoorLoc and Tampere, respec-
tively. Moreover, CNNLoc has better positioning error under
UTSIndoorLoc dataset, compared with 11.78m on UJIIn-
doorLoc dataset. As a result, CNNLoc achieves a balanced
trade-off with 94.22% floor hit rate and 10.88m positioning
error.
TABLE 8. The result of UTSIndoorLoc running on CNNLoc.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have proposed CNNLoc, a deep-learning
framework for multi-building and multi-floor localization
with WiFi fingerprinting. By combining the SAE with a
1D-CNN model, CNNLoc can precisely extract key features
from sparse WiFi fingerprints and achieve a high localization
accuracy. We have evaluated CNNLoc on three open-source
datasets (i.e., UJIIndoorLoc, Tampere and UTSIndoorLoc).
The experimental results have demonstrated the superiority of
CNNLoc, as it has achieved the highest success rates (96.03%
and 94.22% on UJIIndoorLoc and Tampere, respectively) for
multi-building andmulti-floor localization comparedwith the
state-of-the-art approaches. On the newly proposed dataset
UTSIndoorLoc, CNNLoc also has a significant localization
performance, with the floor classification hit rate of 94.57%
and an average positioning error of 7.60m.
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